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Lemon’s Lines – an intermittent production of divergent and often totally haphazard, 

incoherent and unrelated themes somewhat connected to the Old Geelong Football Club, 

with occasional historical snippets thrown in, compiled by Peter Lemon   2021 Edition 4   23/4/21 

 

In this Edition 

Last Saturday: Home and Away 

Back in Black 

Of Pigeons and People: Obscuring the Lens 

Still Looking for Volunteers – an exercise in filling some space in this publication without any 

expectation of getting a reply. While some things change, others do not. 

Great Work, Conor 

Another Tale of the Paranormal 

Old Official Suffers Injury 

Listing of High Court case Loones v Lemon possible in late May 

George’s Great, Great Grandfather? Maybe. 
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Last Saturday 

At home 

My day was spent at Como photographing our two Women’s sides. The results of the previous 

Saturday were reversed, with the Ressies going down to Melbourne Uni (2-4 to 8-8), whilst 

the Firsts put in a terrific effort to take the points against a highly fancied side, 7-5 to 3.6. 

   

There was little in it at half time for the Reserves, but we could make no impact in the second 

half. However, in the Seniors the situation was reversed with Melbourne unable to goal in 

quarters 3 or 4. 
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And far away 

1) Elsewhere and on other pastures the news was 

good, but in a couple of cases only just. At 

Stradbroke Park the Under 23s kept Old Xavs to 

just one goal at three-quarter time, a rarity at any 

level of the VAFA.  Mickey Nicholls advises that 

Matthew Oats (injured) goal umpired, Lachlan 

Cashman helped with the magnets, and Tristan 

Phung (photo favourite) helped as runner. We 

finished ahead, 8-11 to 5-13.  

And we understand that previous premiership 

person Hamish (Honk) McInnes (tallest at the 

back) central umpired. Honk played in two 

Reserves Premierships, in 1997 and again in 2007.  

2) At Chelsworth Park, we recorded three wins, two 

of them really close, and one of them through OGS’ legendary accuracy when kicking for goal. 

The Men’s Thirds - originally scheduled for 9.20am at Como (at much the same time as our 

Women’s Reserves were meant to be playing there as well, which would have made things 

distinctly crowded) had been moved to 2pm at Como. That then did not suit Old Ivanhoe 

because about a dozen of their players were to be attending a wedding in the afternoon, and 

OGS – graciously, and at the expense of having any photos taken of them - agreed to have the 

game played at noon at Chelsworth. The OGS came back from a two-point deficit at three-

quarter time to kick an inaccurate 1-5 in the last to Old Ivanhoe’s 1-0, to take a one-point 

victory, 12-8 to 11-13. Despite a number of attempts to secure them, I have no further details. 

The Reserves game was also tight, with the scores all locked up three-quarter time, at 9-10 

apiece before the hoops finished slightly the stronger to record a ten-point victory.  Nice to 

see Reserves B & F of 2018 Tim Breadmore named in OGS best, and we note a new player in 
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the side, Hugo Steinford.  Hugo’s elder brother Tom was a member of the Reserves 

Premiership team of 2012. He’s in there, somewhere, in photo next. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

We asked people who attended all the four games which I did not see to supply me with a 

few notes perhaps suitable for these lines. Some did better than others. 

From Colby O’Brien (Men’s Reserves Coach)  

“Hi Pete,  

“Wardy (as in Jake Ward) is a machine, ran over 30 kilometres this weekend gone, and the 

weekend prior, doing the Seconds and then the Seniors’ boundary. He should never have to 

buy his own beers at Club Como. 

“Jimmy Wright did the Seconds central umpiring impartially yet again. Clem (Sam Clements) 

ran water, Xav Blackley did the coach’s running and Harry Mac watched the races on his 

laptop all day.  

“Other item of note is new recruit, Pat Pekin; proceeded to run in the wrong direction and 

had the first kick of the game, spearing the ball deep into the opposition’s forward 

pocket...good start!” (Editorial comment: better to do it in your first game rather than your 

200th, we guess.) 
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Re the Men’s Firsts from Jim Wright (following an opposition shot from just inside 50, after 

the siren, which went a little wide and we finished two points to the good), 

“My overriding takeaway from Rounds 1 and 2 was that we have won both games without 
really leaving second gear. Not always by choice as you can see what 18 months off does to a 
squad, and with the injection of new players and new coaches.  
 

 
2012: Jim Wright was a member                              and, we’ve found him, that’s Tom between                          
                                                                                                      the raised arms at the back               
 
“So while both our victories have been somewhat clunky there remains enormous upside with 
the likely inclusion of some U23 talent and as they continue to gel as a squad.  
 
“This week’s looms as a danger game; while Preston are better than their 0-2 start would 
suggest there is still a real opportunity for our boys to start the year strongly.” 
 
=========================================================================== 

Help and Helpers 

Previous item made a point of mentioning a number of people who helped out last Saturday. 

It doesn’t look as if the VAFA’s umpires’ problems are going to dissipate soon, and of course 

a number of the jobs are ones which OGS would have had to fill themselves regardless. We 

really do thank those who have helped. 

The Club sent out a survey to members across the board not that long ago in relation to a 

number of matters, such as communications preferences, and one asking recipients if they  

would be prepared to help out with match-day jobs, and we can only say that the silence in 

return has been deafening. 

Reminds me of something penned a year or two ago, 
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I sometimes frankly wonder why 

I write his bloody letter. 

You read it not, you heed it not, 

And maybe I‘d do better 

 

To merely send blank pages out, 

No plea, no cry, no call, 

No begging, asking, hoping, just 

No words on them at all. 

======================================================================== 

Take a bow, Conor McDonnell 

One of the nice things from last Saturday was 

looking at the results to see the name Conor 

McDonnell in the goal-kickers in the Thirds. Conor 

started training with the Club when it commenced 

pre-season in November 2019, trained at the start 

of 2020 until Covid put paid to things in March, 

trained again during the false dawn in the middle 

of the year, trained again pre-season in November 

2020 and right through from when training 

recommenced in January of this year.  

In the entire time he missed one training session - with 

a strained calf. Perhaps not the most talented footballer 

to be seen on Como Park, nor the fastest, but a great 

performance. Thank goodness we have the Thirds. 

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

 Of Pigeons and People 

The first two rounds at Como have seen a proliferation of pigeons in the area, which have 

been a bloody nuisance for people trying to take a half-decent photo. (Perhaps they are trying 

to fatten up before heading north for the winter. If they fly north for the winter.) They arrived 

last Saturday well before I started eating that ham and salad roll from the canteen, at which 

point their numbers doubled, making photography a major challenge. 
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Photoshop probably has some function entitled “Pigeon Remove”, but if they do, I haven’t 

got the slightest idea as to how to use it. 

  Pigeon 1      Pigeon 2 

                        Pigeon 3 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Then watched the Men’s Seniors game on VFA TV in multiple stages over the following day; 

or at least that which was visible. Cameraman seemed stationed behind the interchange area 

which meant the footage was often blocked by people walking past and sometimes just 

standing there. The back of some bloke’s head on endless occasions was not a highlight.  

No such problem at Como where an elevated position up the hill on the northern wing 

provides a good angle and very few people.  Only problem is usually with the audio, with the 

wind on the mike, and the noise, almost endless, from the road traffic behind. Sounds rather 

like a crossing of the Drake Passage. 
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Snippets 

* Coach of the Women’s Firsts David 

Cooper left Como pretty shortly after the 

end of their game – heading to watch our 

opponents of tomorrow 24 April, 

Collegians, play at Albert Park in a 2pm 

game. 

* In Round 1 of the Under 23s, Old 

Geelong defeated Old Trinity 25-18 to 1-

3, yet in Round 2, Old Trinity kicked 20-17 

to St. Bernard’s 3-2.   

 

* This Saturday the Men’s seniors will be wearing 

an ANZAC-themed jumper as in photo right.  

* Room Clean at Como by Melbourne University 

Women’s Football Club 

It doesn’t happen that often that visiting sides 

make the effort to clean up their rooms at Como 

(and I suspect nor do OGS when playing away, 

although we are getting better).  

Last Saturday, at the end of the day, MUWC left 

their rooms thoroughly swept (after using some 

of Old Geelong’s brooms which at the moment are only marginally larger than tooth brushes). 

Brilliant and thank you. 
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He’s Back (In Black, or is it Dark Blue?) 

Former Committeeman and The Bloke in Charge of Women’s Football (2017, 2018, 2019)   

Nick Edwards was present at Como on Saturday (the borders with Hawaii having not yet re-

opened) and goal umpired for both of the games, for which we are mighty grateful. Because 

we had no time-keeper/scoreboard operator for either game (a bloke from MUWC did both), 

and had to use players when it came to boundary umpiring. 

 

 

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

Not necessarily for the worse, it seems the days of white coats might be now behind us. 
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Old, no, Former (show some respect), official suffers injury 

On the subject of Nicks, we 

understand the OGS senior coach 

of 2017 and 2018, Nick Bourke 

was apparently kicking a football 

around at Lorne over the Easter 

break. Tried to run around a child 

(not sure of what age, but I’ll say a 

four-year-old for greater impact) 

and managed to tear not one but 

two hamstrings at the same time, 

one very badly.  

 

========================== 

Dumb and Dumber    Wrong and Wronger 

Last week’s edition contained a couple of photos with the caption below: 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

                                                        Hutley Bros. 

It was barely after the Old Geelong sender’s finger had left the “Send” button that the emails 

started flooding back in reply – in their dozens and dozens. (Well not really, there was one.) 

Bloke on the left above is not Sebastian Hutley at all. Rather than change the photo and in an 

attempt to avoid legal action in high places we’re going to change the caption, to now read: 

“If you think these photos are of the Hutley Bros you are completely wrong. How could 

you be so stupid? The player on the left above is quite clearly Tom Noones.” 
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Would the real Seb Hutley please stand up? 

 

Tales of the Paranormal? Well hardly but there 

was a certain symmetry to it. 

 

It has been pointed out to us that for the teams’ selection last week, right back 

pocket for the Men’s Seniors was Will Horsfall, and right back pocket for the 

Women’s Seniors was his sister Clare.  (Their dad Warwick played 44 games for 

the club back in the 1980s.) 

=================================================================================================== 

 

Blasts from the Past – our  Women’s Football 

1. Last Saturday saw the return of former Women’s 

Firsts Captain, and member of the Reserves’ 

Premiership side of 2019, Libby Graham to grace the 

grass of Como Park – as Coach’s Runner. 

She’s working most Saturdays so is not able to play 

now unless and until the girls start getting some 

twilight games. (Looking ahead I cannot see any 

twilight games listed, but as we increasingly know, 

things can change at very short notice.) 

I was going to put in a photo taken from the other 

side of the ground containing a coach’s runner in 

pink, until I realised that it was actually the 

opposition’s runner, and as readers would know we are always absolutely fastidious in making 

sure we insert the right captions. 
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(2) Amelia Cronin was a member of our Firsts’ side back in 2017. This is an extract from an 

item sent to us recently; although dated 9 November 20200, we suspect they really meant 

2020. 

 

November 9, 20200 

 

A fabulous night was had by all at 
the Bond University AFLW Blue and 
Gold Awards and Presentation night on 
Saturday night. 
 

 

……congratulations to everyone who 
was involved, especially Amelia Cronin, 
who was the QAFLW Development Best 
& Fairest winner. 

 

==================================================================================================== 

Community 

This publication is always happy to promote 

and publicise the efforts of any of its 

members to support charitable 

undertakings. Steve Lansdell played 234 

games for the Club, he was a member of the 

Firsts Premiership side of 2005, Captain of 

the Firsts from 2006 to 2010 (the longest 

period of anyone in the Club’s history), he 

was Premiership Captain of the Reserves in 

2013.  

He is now undertaking a challenge being run 

by Launch Housing in The Melbourne, 

entitled The Roughin It Challenge. 

 

2005 

 

 

https://slflawyers.com.au/news/bond-aflw-blue-gold-awards-night/#comments
https://www.linkedin.com/school/10219/?legacySchoolId=10219
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If any of our members would like to support Steve, the relevant page on Facebook is  

https://www.roughinitchallenge.org.au/fundraising/stevie-ls-

page?fbclid=IwAR1_dAcdtTNwHIp1jTT3N4bVGKmsb8WT1v3n_s3-YqWBJW5CbOovYv6N5VI 

If you have a spare week, you can type the above into your browser; copying and pasting 

might be quicker:  

Steve writes  

I’m proud of Melbourne as one of the world’s most liveable cities, but I want to help make a 

difference and learn more about what it’s like for those that live rough. I'm inspired by the 

work that Launch Housing do and their aim to end homelessness, so I wanted to raise money 

and get involved in the Roughin' It Challenge. Please help me help them by giving whatever 

you can and spread the word by sharing my page with your friends and family. Thanks in 

advance for your generosity, it means a lot! 

=================================================================================================== 

 

Fabulous archaeological find in suburban Melbourne set to equal discovery of 

Tutankhamen’s Tomb in Egypt 99 years ago  

 

https://www.roughinitchallenge.org.au/fundraising/stevie-ls-page?fbclid=IwAR1_dAcdtTNwHIp1jTT3N4bVGKmsb8WT1v3n_s3-YqWBJW5CbOovYv6N5VI
https://www.roughinitchallenge.org.au/fundraising/stevie-ls-page?fbclid=IwAR1_dAcdtTNwHIp1jTT3N4bVGKmsb8WT1v3n_s3-YqWBJW5CbOovYv6N5VI
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Found under a floor in Camberwell during a partial demolition by the President, Simon Bones 

of Bones Constructions. (Simon is reputed to have demolished a number of places over the 

years, but this was definitely in the line of work. A newspaper from the 1940s and he advises 

it’s George Chisholm’s great, great grandfather, second from the left. We’re not quite sure 

whether to believe him or not. 

 

Anybody see a family resemblance? That’s George in action, Round 1. On looking at the photo 
I initially thought that he’s suddenly started going very rapidly and very prematurely grey, 
before realising it was the very top of a white chair behind him. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
================================================================================== 
 

 
For a number of years, the bulk of the Club’s communications – especially the e-
communications - have been attended to by Jim Legoe, in addition to his work as Treasurer, 
Sponsorships Manager and much more. 
 
 

We are, and we’re pretty sure Jim is too, rather happy to report that a lot of the 
communications work is now being transferred across to Laura Hallam, Brooke Mackay and 
Sophie Joubert, with some input as well from Sophie Batten. 
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================================================================================== 
 

That’s it for this week. 
 
If anyone wishes to communicate with this publication, please email lemmododo@gmail.com 
 

My customary non-OGFC-related photo to close this week’s notes: Promising Big 

 


